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Abstract

Collection development is a process of systematically building library collections to

serve study, teaching, research, recreational, and other needs of library users. It primarily

includes acquisition, selection, and evaluation, preservation of materials or books or journals

etc after assessing user needs. The paper defines collection development and outlines the

policies and process. With the advent of Internet and the digital era, there has been shift from

hard copy formats to digital formats. Hence the collection development policy has been

modified to include the digital content in a collection. The cost of technology and distribution

of digital content also has to be considered. Open Access is the new phenomenon in this

digital era wherein digital material is available freely.
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Introduction:

The processes of collection development include selection of current and

retrospective materials, including gifts, planning of consistent strategies for continuing

acquisitions; input into preservation decisions; evaluation of collection to determine how well

they serve user needs. These functions are guided by a collection development policy which

establishes priorities, supports efforts, and facilitates decisions. It communicates the library’s

intentions to the library users and other libraries.

Collection development is defined as the intended purchase of materials in various

formats to match the instructional and research needs of the campus within the current fiscal
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environment and resource sharing opportunities. The heart of a library is its collection. The

buildings house them; the library personnel acquire and manage them and teach users how

best to access and use them.

Definitions of collection development:

The process of selecting which materials to add to the library collection to develop

it. Subject specialist librarians are assigned to select or collect materials in their

areas of expertise.

Term used to describe the activities involved in selecting library materials for

purchase.

A planned process of selecting and acquiring library materials to meet the needs of a

library's community; cooperative collection development refers to a group of

libraries working together.

The process of examining the academic and research needs, and selecting materials

in support of those needs, for both faculty and students.

Process of acquiring resources to build a collection that meets the needs of the

curriculum and the instructional process.

Guideline polices

A collection development policy is a printed statement of your library’s intentions for

building its collection. It considers the collection's strengths and weaknesses and provides

guidelines for the staff. A collection development policy should be a living document,

adaptable to change and growth. It provides guidelines that can be modified as a library

collection needs change. Collection development policy statements are necessary planning

documents. Though the value of collection policies is not universally accepted, the prevailing

view among library professionals is that a collection development policy statement is a

necessary tool leading to informed decisions. The principle collection policy is a living

document, reviewed and revised regularly, that organizes and guides the processes of
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acquiring and providing access to materials and information sources, integrating these into

managing their growth and maintenance, and making decisions about preservation,

withdrawal, and cancellation (Gorman and Miller, 1997). “Overall, policies facilitate

consistency and communication between libraries and are information tools for working with

the library's community.”

A written collection development policy statement is intended to clarify objectives

and to facilitate coordination and cooperation both within a library or library system and

among co-operating libraries. It should be a day-to-day working tool that provides the

necessary guidelines for carrying out the majority of tasks within the area of collection

building.

As Gardner (1981) conveys, a collection development policy serves a broad range of

functions, and in fact he continues by presenting a dozen reasons why a policy statement

should be devised. According to him this policy:

Helps assure that the library will commit itself to serving all parts of the community,

both present and future.

Helps demonstrate that the library is running a business-like operation.

Helps set standards for the selection and weeding of materials.

Serves as an in-service training tool for new staff

Helps minimize personal bias by selectors and to highlight imbalances in selection

criteria.

Helps assure continuity in collections of any size and provides a pattern and

framework to ease transition from one librarian to the next.

Serves as a tool of complaint handling with regard to inclusions or exclusions.

Provides a means of staff self-evaluation, or for evaluation by outsiders.
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Contributes to operational efficiency in terms of routine decisions.

Process of Collection Development

Evans (1995) defines collection development as the process of meeting the

information needs of the people in a timely and economic manner using information

resources locally held as well as from other organizations He states that collection

development is a six component process. The components are as follows:

1. Acquisitions: acquiring the materials for the collection

2. Policies: writing the collection development policy.

3. Selection: deciding which materials to buy for the library.

4. Weeding: periodic or continual evaluation of resources

5. Needs Assessment: collecting data to determine the information needs

6. Evaluation

Collection development is a process of systematically building library collections to

serve study, teaching, research, recreational, and other needs of library users. The process

includes selection of current and retrospective materials, the planning of strategies for

continuing acquisition, preservation and evaluation of collections to determine how well they

serve user needs. Overall, collection development encompasses many library operations

ranging from the selection of individual titles for purchase to the withdrawal of expendable

materials.

Digital Resources:

With the digitization of books, documents, journals and other forms of material,

modifications of policies would take place. The policy set for published material could be

modified accordingly; the entire philosophy of collection development needs to be changed
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as simply duplicating the collection practices evolved for print materials in the new

information network environment is not adequate (Seetharama and Ambuja, 2000).

Technology related factors have to be incorporated as they would affect the selection of

material; budgeting has to be modified to include the hardware and software costs. The

collections librarians now have a larger and more complex set of resources from which to

select. These resources range from analogue versions of books, journals, encyclopedias and

sound, to digital versions of these in a variety of formats such as CD-ROM, digital video

tape, to online digital e-journals, e-books etc. Digitization would also have an effect on the

perpetuation and archiving as resources would also be available in digital format for resource

sharing and document supply.

Open Access

Budapest Open Access Initiative (BOAI): An old tradition and a new technology have

converged to make possible an unprecedented public good. The old tradition is the

willingness of scientists and scholars to publish the fruits of their research in scholarly

journals without payment, for the sake of inquiry and knowledge. The new technology is the

Internet. The public good they make possible is the world-wide electronic distribution of the

peer reviewed journal literature and completely access to it by all scientists, scholars,

teachers, students, etc other curious minds. Removing access barriers to this literature will

accelerate research, enrich education, share the learning of the rich with the poor and the poor

with the rich, make this literature as useful as it can be, and lay the foundation for uniting

humanity in a common intellectual conversation and quest for knowledge.

With Open Access Initiatives (OAI) the collection development process would take a

new turn. With the published and unpublished material freely accessible over the Internet,

collection developers have to rethink the policies as authors are submitting articles, book

chapters, monographs, etc directly onto the web. Selection, budgeting, distribution and other

policy aspects would have to be modified which would make open access resources easily

available to the users.

Conclusion:

Digital resources are affecting collection management policies and they are drawing

two areas that have been neglected for too long in libraries, namely how do libraries change
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to meet the new searching habits of users of the Internet and how do collection managers

react to the changing information needs of users. With more and more resources available in

the digital format, the collection development has to include these resources, thus making

them easily accessible to the users. The policy should include these resources enabling their

selection, acquisition, preservation and distribution.
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